
 

Friday 12th October 

We have had a good week in Early Years. 

Our activities have been related to the 

nursery rhyme Five Currant Buns. 

We took buns away from a group and counted how many were 

left. We counted out pennies on to priced cakes and currants on to 

buns by recognising the numbers. 

We looked at the text of the rhyme and talked about where to start 

reading, which direction to read and we learnt the high 

frequency words from the text. We wrote our names using a variety 

of tools and materials and practised letter formation of s a t p. 

We talked about food that has sugar in and its effects on our 

bodies and sorted foods into groups of those that contain sugar 

and those that don’t. We discovered that very few children had 

visited a dentist so we watched a programme about a little girl’s 

visit to the dentist.  

We have also been very creative and have made cakes from salt 

dough for our bakers’ shop in the classroom. We also made 

currant buns and sequenced how to make them, writing some 

captions to go with the pictures.  

REMINDER If you took the parents’ report home to write comments, 

could you return it to Mrs Spice on Monday, please. 

Well done to Poppy Hadingham who is Waveney Class’s Star of 

the week! She has done some fantastic writing and counting. 

We hope you have fun with Star the Pony. 

Have a super weekend! The Early Years Team 

 

HOME LEARNING 

Spend at least ten minutes every day reading stories to your child. Relate 
the story to their own experiences and talk to them about it, e.g. “Do you 
remember when we went to the zoo? What was your favourite animal? Do 
you think the children in the story liked the zoo? Can you find the page 
where they see the elephant?” 

 


